TOOLS
King of Spades ™ Ultimate Spades

OKATSUNE Shears

Long, tapered cutting edge is applied before heat
treating to provide a blade edge that resists dents
and nicks. The cutting edge is virtually
self-sharpening during use. The main shank is
zinc plated aircraft tubing which makes it super
strong, rust resistant, smooth and lightweight.
Includes (1) foot pad.
KS-13
13" Blade
KS-15
15" Blade

The Original Bypass Pruner
Unchanged for over forty years.
Solid-forged metal alloy handles with
a precision hardened cutting blade.
FELCO 2
Superior blade angle engineering is the key
behind smooth, clean cuts which prevent
crushing of plant stock. Features the same
high quality forged, quenched and tempered
steel and the long lasting sharpness
expected from Japanese steel.
OK0101 7" overall length
OK0103 8" overall length

King of Spades
Long Handle Spade
™

Same exceptional quality as the
short handle spades.
One foot-pad included.
KSLHS
12" Blade

Light, Compact Pruner
Designed for those with smaller
hands or needing a lighter pruner.
FELCO 6

King of Spades® Dura-Rake™
All steel construction from aircraft quality
steel. Heat treated for ultimate strength
and dur ability. The handle is crafted from
aircraft quality tubing to last longer.
KS-RAKE 18
18" Head

Pine Needle Shear

All-Purpose Knife

Ergonomic Pruner

Small yet strong. 2-1/4" b lade. 3-1/2" handle.
KNIFE-53567

Top of the range ergonomic pruner.
FELCO 8

Ideal wherever precise control and very
clean cuts are required.
Length: 7.5". 1-7/8" pointed blade.
OK0207

Light Grafting/Pruning Knife
2-1/4" blade. 4" handle.

KNIFE-53569

ARS™ uses the finest quality steel, hardens it with a
special process, precision grinds the cutting edges
and then hard-chrome plates the blade to resist
corrosion.

Lighter Duty Pruner
Tough, handy pruning shear ideal
for smaller hands and lighter jobs!
Pruner Light (130DXR)

Left-Hand
Top of the Line
Left-hender’s version of the FELCO 8
with all the same features.
FELCO 9

ARS™ Wreath Shears
Preferred b y professionals .
7" length.
HP-300L

Blades are tempered
for a sharpness that
doesn’t chew, crush or slip
Even on Juniper and other
resinous plants!

Excellent for shaping or wherever
tight quarters limit movement. Overall
length: 22". Sheath included.
OK0215

Round Tip Thinning Shear
Round tip creates a slightly stiffer blade
than the OK0304 model.
Length 7.5"
OK0306

Quality at an economical price .
HIgh carbon steel blades. Quality
aluminum die-cast body.
HPK-KS4

Regular Blade/Short Handle

Pointed Tip Thinning Shear
Great for repetitive clean, no crush cuts.
7.5" overall length
OK0304B

Heavy gauge steel blades make a clean cut
throughout the entire blade length. The serrated
cutting edge at the joint firmly g rips a swaying
branch. Cutting capacity up to 15mm.
BAHCO P51
23" overall length
BAHCO P51H
29" overall length

Regular Blade/Long Handle
The longer blade and handle length
make big or little trimming jobs fast and
easy. 30" overall length.
Sheath included.
OK0205

Telescoping Hedge Shears
Hard-chromed plated blades. Handles extend from 29" to 41.5"
HEDGE-K9 00Z
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